Can you see yourself as part of the UC Berkeley community?

Known as "Cal," the campus is home to top scholars, accomplished writers and musicians, star athletes and groundbreaking scientists - all drawn to this campus because of the wealth of opportunities for creativity, innovative thinking and progress.

UC Berkeley's professors educate, challenge, mentor and inspire students in:
Asian studies, art, biology, business administration, dance, economics, engineering, global studies, legal studies, linguistics, music, natural resources, philosophy and more.

Study subjects you can't find at home:
American studies, ethnic studies, gender and women's studies, Native American studies, religious studies and more.

Find your field of study.

Travel. Learn. Live. Choose UC Berkeley!
Get to know UC Berkeley

UC Berkeley is a lush 1,232-acre campus. It is bordered by wooded, rolling hills and the City of Berkeley, one of America’s most lively, culturally diverse and politically-active centers. Cal students are also just minutes away from the many business, cultural and recreational resources of Oakland, San Francisco and Bay Area communities.

Read about UC Berkeley scholars’ discoveries and contributions

Learn the history of Traditions at Cal

Discover Student Organizations and Activities

Explore Campus Life at UC Berkeley

“Thank you for providing me with the most important academic and cultural experience I’ve had in my life. California lived up to the mythos of the western Promised Land. I sorely miss my friends from Berkeley and the wonderful things I’ve seen and done.”

- Student from the University of Sydney

“I love Cal and everything in Berkeley. Coming back would be my dream.”

- Student from the Chinese University of Hong Kong

“Hike up to the Big C above the eastern end of campus. You get a great view of the Campanile and the Golden Gate Bridge in the distance!”

- Nicholas from University of Melbourne, Australia
Join a Student Club at UC Berkeley

"My First Big Game (Cal vs Stanford) at Student Section in California Memorial Stadium."

- Emiko from International Christian University, Tokyo